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LIFE IS
FULL OF
OPTIONS
Honda genuine accessories have
been designed and built to the same
exacting standards as every Honda.
So they are durable, safe, secure and
guaranteed to fit. All you need to do
is choose what’s right for you.
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SPORT & DESIGN

FRONT LOWER DECORATION

SIDE BODY TRIMS AND SIDE SKIRTS

Offers protection to the undercarriage of your Jazz
when driving over rough or uneven ground.

The side body trim is made from soft,
impact-resistant material and provides protection
from scratches or dents. The stylish and unique
side skirts add an exciting edge to your car’s profile,
making a lasting impression.

JAZZ X-ROAD

WHEEL ARCH DECORATION

REAR LOWER DECORATION

X-ROAD ELEGANCE FLOOR MATS

Step into your Jazz X-Road and get ready to live an adventure. With its bold off-road look it adds a rugged
twist to your urban car. It incorporates unique features that help protect your Jazz X-Road from life’s little
bumps and scrapes. Pack contains: front and rear lower decorations, wheel arch decorations, side body
trims, side skirts and X-Road floor mats.

These black wheel arch decorations
create a sporty and more
assertive look.

Protects your cars bodywork when driving
over rough or uneven ground.

Elegant, comfortable and designed to fit
your Jazz perfectly, these tufted mats have
a nubuck binding and woven X-Road logo.
One set contains front and rear mats.
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CHROME PACK
The Chrome Pack highlights your Jazz with dashes
of chrome which enhance its sophisticated style.
Pack contains: front lower decoration, tailgate
decoration and window decorations.

TAILGATE DECORATION

FRONT LOWER DECORATION

WINDOW DECORATIONS

Accentuate the exterior styling of your Jazz
with this eye catching tailgate decoration.

Gives your Jazz a distinctive premium
look, especially in combination with
other chrome details.

Highlights the dramatic design of the
Jazz with a chrome accent line.

TAILGATE SPOILER
If a sophisticated look is what you want, this body-coloured spoiler
is exactly what you need. It’s fully integrated into the car’s bodywork.
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WINTER TYRES & RIMS
Get a grip on winter with our winter tyre range. They are specifically designed to give superior
grip at temperatures below 70C, which optimises your car’s handling whilst minimising stopping
distances. Winter tyres offer a more comfortable driving experience, even reducing road noise.
So, make sure you are ready for winter and ask your dealer for more information about Honda
genuine winter tyres and rims.
15" STARDUST ALLOY WHEEL

15" NUCLEUS ALLOY WHEEL

The 15" Stardust comes with Black Pearl windows
and diamond cut A-surface with shiny clear coat.

The 15" Nucleus features Rombo Silver windows
and diamond cut A-surface with matte clear coat.

WINTER TYRES

Stopping distances are significantly
increased in wintery conditions.
Fitting genuine winter tyres can make
a positive difference to your car’s
ability to stop.

SUMMER TYRES

15" ORCUS ALLOY WHEEL

15" CHARON ALLOY WHEEL

The 15" Orcus is finished in Full Gunpowder Black
with a shiny clear coat.

The 15" Charon features Rombo Silver windows
and diamond cut A-surface with shiny clear coat.
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15" TORGA 15 X 6J

16" HERA 16 X 6J

The 15" Torga and 16" Hera alloy wheels with winter tyres are specifically designed to stand up
to the demands of winter weather.
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COMMUNICATION

PROTECTION
& SAFETY

Options that help keep you connected and your
passengers entertained.

Specifically designed accessories that
seamlessly fit your Jazz to protect it from
weather conditions, bumps and scrapes.

WINDSHIELD COVER
A shield against the elements, this windshield cover will also
protect the mirrors and front side windows from heavy weather
when your car is parked outside. It features the Jazz logo.

TABLET HOLDER KIT

HONDA 3D SOUND SYSTEM

Comes complete with a headrest base and fits any
tablet from 7" to 11.6". It has a neat tiltable feature so it
can be adjusted to the best viewing position.

Create a virtual concert hall inside your Jazz by
installing this CDP (Compact digital processor) unit.
It’s like listening to your favourite artists live.
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FRONT AND REAR BUMPER TRIMS
These trims are made from impact-resistant material and designed
to fit seamlessly with the bumpers. They provide protection from
scrapes and scratches.
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CONVENIENCE PACK
The Convenience Pack has been stylishly
designed to protect your Jazz from
scrapes, scratches, mud and sand.
Pack contains: body-coloured side
body trims, bumper trims, door sill trims
and mud flaps.

FRONT AND REAR BUMPER TRIMS

DOOR SILLS

There’s nothing more annoying than a
scratch or dink in your cars bodywork.

Tough, durable and helps protect your
Jazz from dirt and scratches.

The bumper trims are made of soft,
impact-resistant material and provide
all-round protection for your Jazz
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BODY-COLOURED SIDE BODY TRIMS

MUD FLAPS

Give extra protection to your Jazz with our
side body trims. They are made from the
same soft, impact-resistant material as the
bumper trims.

Reduces spray from tyres and helps protect
your Jazz from dirt and stone chips.
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TRANSPORT
Get the most out of life and get the most out
of your Jazz.

DETACHABLE TOW BAR

ROOF RACK

With this detachable tow bar you don’t need to compromise
your car’s styling if you’re planning to tow a trailer. You can
tow your trailer with a maximum towing capacity of 1,000kg
and a vertical weight of 95kg. A fixed tow bar is also available.

Get more out of every adventure by putting a lot more on top.
The roof rack is strong and secure and comes with four locks.
Maximum roof load capacity of 35kg

CARGO PACK

BOOT TRAY WITH DIVIDERS

UNDERSHELF STORAGE BOX

If you frequently need to transport luggage or specialised equipment
for work or leisure, the Cargo Pack is ideal, offering a unique
combination of storage solutions. Pack contains: boot tray with
dividers and undershelf storage box.

This waterproof anti-slip boot tray is perfectly shaped
to fit your car’s rear storage space, protecting it from
dirt and scratches. It has raised edges and includes
dividers to keep items in place.

A clever under-shelf storage box, that keeps
items secure and increases the flexibility
of the boot space.
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INTERIOR &
COMFORT

ELEGANCE FLOOR MATS

ARMREST CONSOLE*

These elegant and comfortable fitted tufted mats
with nubuck binding have a woven Jazz emblem for
durability. One set includes front and rear mats.

This black front armrest console provides relaxing
elbow space. It has a sliding lid, storage space inside
and a tilting function.
*Available on specific grades only, please speak to your local Honda dealer for more information.

ILLUMINATION PACK

DOOR SILL TRIM

The Illumination Pack uses a combination of lights to give your car
a more sophisticated atmosphere. Pack contains: white front
ambient footlights and illuminated door sill trims.

Door sill trims add a personal touch to your Jazz, whilst
protecting the door sills from marks and scratches. Crafted in
stainless steel, they also have an eye catching, etched Jazz
logo. Includes front and rear trims.
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YOUR OPTIONS
Personalise your Jazz with genuine accessories.

SPORT & DESIGN

SPORT & DESIGN

SPORT & DESIGN

INTERIOR & COMFORT

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

Chrome Pack

08E0P-T5A-CHR

Front lower decoration

08F23-T5A-600B

15" Charon alloy wheel

08W15-T5A-600D

Illumination pack

08E0P-T5A-ILLUW

Tailgate decoration - glitter silver

08F52-T5A-600

15" Orcus alloy wheel

08W15-T5A-600E

White front ambient footlight

08E10-T5A-600A

Tailgate decoration - chrome

08F52-T5A-600B

Wheel lock nuts - chrome
Wheel lock nuts - black

08W42-SJD-602
08W42-T7S-600

Illuminated door sill trims

08E12-T5A-600B

Window decorations

08P20-T5A-600

Wheel cap nuts - chrome
Wheel cap nuts - black

08W42-SR3-B00
08W42-TDJ-000

LED room light

08E13-T5A-600

Door mirror caps

08R06-T5A-600C

Black wheel caps

08W42-SZT-000

Door sill trims

08E12-T5A-600A

15" Stardust alloy wheel

08W15-T5A-601A

Elegance floor mats

08P15-T5A-610

15" Nucleus alloy wheel

08W15-T5A-601B

Front lipped rubber mats

08P18-T5A-610

Jazz X-Road:
LHD - D
 etachable tow bar only
LHD - Fixed tow bar only
LHD - No tow bar

008E0P-T5A-XRLDT
08E0P-T5A-XRLFT
08E0P-T5A-XRLNT

Tailgate Spoiler:
Crystal Black Pearl
Milano Red
Sunset Orange
Brilliant Sporty Blue Metallic
White Orchid Pearl
Lunar Silver Metallic
Shining Gray Metallic
Skyride Blue Metallic

08F02-T5A-650E
08F02-T5A-660E
08F02-T5A-670E
08F02-T5A-6A0E
08F02-T5A-6P0E
08F02-T5A-6Q0E
08F02-T5A-6R0E
08F02-T5A-6W0E

Side skirts:
Crystal Black Pearl & Shiny Black
Milano Red & Shiny Black
Sunset Orange & Shiny Black
Brilliant Sporty Blue Metallic
& Shiny Black
White Orchid Pearl & Shiny Black
Lunar Silver Metallic & Shiny Black
Shining Gray Metallic & Shiny Black
Skyride Blue Metallic & Shiny Black
Sport pedals

08F04-T5A-650C
08F04-T5A-660C
08F04-T5A-670C
08F04-T5A-6A0C
08F04-T5A-6P0C
08F04-T5A-6Q0E
08F04-T5A-6R0E
08F04-T5A-6W0E
08U74-T5A-601A
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Part numbers and contents are subject to change.
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.
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INTERIOR & COMFORT

INTERIOR & COMFORT

PROTECTION & SAFETY

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

Rear lipped rubber mats

08P19-T5A-600

Armrest bag

08MLW-UTI-RRBAG

Convenience Pack:

Baby-Safe ISOFIX Base

Childseat group 1 Duo Plus ISOFIX

Childseat group 0+ Baby-Safe Plus

08P90-E13-600

Armrest console

08P90-TA2-603

Cigarette lighter

08P90-TA2-605D

Ashtray

08KIT-T5A-ARSUL

PROTECTION & SAFETY
PART NUMBER

White Orchid
Crystal Black Pearl
Milano Red
Sunset Orange
Brilliant Sporty Blue Metallic
Lunar Silver Metallic
Shining Gray Metallic
Skyride Blue Metallic

08E0P-T5A-CV10
08E0P-T5A-CV20
08E0P-T5A-CV30
08E0P-T5A-CV40
08E0P-T5A-CV50
08E0P-T5A-CV60
08E0P-T5A-CV70
08E0P-T5A-CV80

Front & rear mud flaps

08P00-T5A-600A

Front fog lights

08V31-T5A-600A

08U08-E6J-610C

Coat hanger kit

08U08-E6J-610D

Dog guard

08U35-T5A-600B

Fluorescent vest (packed by 10)

08YAA-9R6-601

Parking sensor punch tool

08Z20-T5A-600

COMMUNICATION

Multi-utility bag

Honda 3D Sound (for cars with CD
audio and 4 speakers)
Honda 3D Sound (for cars with Honda
Connect and 4 speakers)
Honda 3D Sound (for cars with Honda
Connect, 6 speakers and tweeters)

08MLW-UTI-FRBAG
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08A53-T5A-K600A
08A53-T5A-K600B
08A53-T5A-K600C

Part numbers and contents are subject to change.
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.

08Z25-9R6-601

08P03-T5A-610D
08P03-T5A-620D
08P03-T5A-630D
08P03-T5A-640D
08P03-T5A-650D
08P03-T5A-660D
08P03-T5A-670D
08P03-T5A-680D

Side body trims:

Rear parking sensor kit:

Tablet holder kit

First aid kit (packed by 10)

White Orchid Pearl
Lunar Silver Metallic
Shining Gray Metallic
Crystal Black Pearl
Milano Red
Sunset Orange
Brilliant Sporty Blue Metallic
Skyride Blue Metallic

08U25-T7S-610

08V67-T5A-610JL
08V67-T5A-640JL
08V67-T5A-650JL
08V67-T5A-660JL
08V67-T5A-680JL
08V67-T5A-690JL
08V67-T5A-6B0JL
08V67-T5A-6E0JL

PART NUMBER

Front & rear bumper trims:

08U96-T5A-600

White Orchid
Crystal Black
Milano Red
Sunset Orange
Brilliant Sporty Blue
Lunar Silver
Shining Gray
Skyride Blue Metallic

DESCRIPTION
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White Orchid Pearl
Crystal Black Pearl
Milano Red
Sunset Orange
Brilliant Sporty Blue Metallic
Lunar Silver Metallic
Shining Gray Metallic
Skyride Blue Metallic

08P05-T5A-610A
08P05-T5A-640A
08P05-T5A-650A
08P05-T5A-660A
08P05-T5A-680A
08P05-T5A-6D0A
08P05-T5A-6F0A
08P05-T5A-6J0A

Windshield cover

08P38-T5A-600A

Warning triangle

08M09-SMG-600

TRANSPORT

TRANSPORT

TRANSPORT

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

PART NUMBER

Cargo Pack

08E0P-T5A-CARG

Roof rack

08L02-T5A-600

Tailgate strap

08L46-T5A-610

Boot mat

08P11-T5A-610

Ski and snowboard attachment

08L03-TA1-601G

Detachable tow bar:
with 13 pin trailer harness
with 13 pin trailer harness
with 7 pin trailer harness
with 7 pin trailer harness

Under shelf storage box

08U20-T5A-600

Thule bicycle carrier – Coach
Thule bicycle carrier – Coach

08L14-E09-C00
08L14-E09-C00U

Boot tray with dividers

08U45-T5A-600

Thule bicycle carrier – EasyFold
Thule bicycle carrier – EasyFold

08L14-E09-E00
08L14-E09-E00U

Boot tray without dividers

08U45-T5A-600A

Thule roofbox 410L

08L20-E09-M20

Boot tray dividers

08U45-T5A-600B

Thule roofbox 320L

08L20-E09-M60

Thule roofbox 400L

08L20-E09-T20
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08L92-T5A-D13PL
08L92-T5A-D13PR
08L92-T5A-D7PL
08L92-T5A-D7PR

Fixed tow bar:
with 13 pin trailer harness
with 13 pin trailer harness
with 7 pin trailer harness
with 7 pin trailer harness

08L90-T5A-F13PL
08L90-T5A-F13PR
08L90-T5A-F7PL
08L90-T5A-F7PR

Adapter 13 to 2 x 7 pin
Adapter 7 to 13 pin
Adapter 13 to 7 pin

08L91-EG6-500
08L91-EG6-600A
08L91-EG6-601

Boot net

08L96-TF0-600

Part numbers and contents are subject to change.
For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.
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